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• 38 responses
• 28 different organizations
  • 19/26 fraternities
  • 5/7 sororities
  • 4/5 ILGs
How interested would you be in reopening if...

- there are no additional MIT restrictions on residents (i.e. normal operations, similar to Spring 2019)?
  - Very interested. We would definitely reopen: 60.5%
  - Not interested. We would prefer to remain closed: 18.4%
  - Unsure: 21.1%

- there are restrictions on occupancy and residential living, similar to those currently in place for on-campus housing?
  - Very interested. We would definitely reopen: 42.1%
  - Not interested. We would prefer to remain closed: 31.6%
  - Unsure: 26.3%
Would your organization expect financial assistance from MIT if...

there are no additional MIT restrictions on residents (i.e. normal operations, similar to Spring 2019)?

- Very interested. We would definitely reopen: 52.6%
- Not interested. We would prefer to remain closed: 36.8%
- Unsure: 10.5%

there are restrictions on occupancy and residential living, similar to those currently in place for on-campus housing?

- Very interested. We would definitely reopen: 73.7%
- Not interested. We would prefer to remain closed: 26.3%
- Unsure: 0%
Enforcement of municipal and MIT COVID policies...

Would your alum/house corporation be comfortable with enforcing municipal and/or MIT COVID policies within the house?

- Very interested. We would definitely reopen: 39.5%
- Not interested. We would prefer to remain closed: 31.6%
- Unsure: 28.9%

Would your organization ask MIT for assistance with policy enforcement within the house?

- Very interested. We would definitely reopen: 36.8%
- Not interested. We would prefer to remain closed: 31.6%
- Unsure: 31.6%